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4D printing of light activated shape memory
polymers with organic dyes†
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Claudia Barolo, ad Ignazio Roppolo *e and Eva Blasco *bc

Light based 3D printing technologies, such as digital light processing (DLP), allow for the additive

manufacturing of complex 3D objects at fast speeds and with high resolution. Typical printable

formulations for DLP consist of (a mixture of) monomer(s), a photoinitiator and very often, an organic dye

absorbing at the printing wavelength in order to improve the resolution. Herein, we exploit the use of

push–pull azobenzene (azo) dyes to not only enhance printing resolution but also to enable light response

(fourth-dimension) of printed shape memory polymers (SMPs) employing DLP without the necessity of

adding inorganic additives. In particular, a library of azo-dyes with different substituents in ortho-position

have been synthesized and added as active dyes in the printing formulation. The light activated shape

memory effect is demonstrated for all the printed structures including the dyes. Among all of them, the

structures containing chlorine-substituted azo dyes show the best performance. Importantly, the desired

effect is achieved with only 0.1 wt% of dye in the formulation. Furthermore, we demonstrate the potential

of using visible light as stimulus for spatially resolved activation of complex structures on demand.

Introduction

Since its first conceptualization in 2013, four-dimensional
(4D) printing has revolutionized the worlds of additive
manufacturing and design.1,2 4D printing relies on the

combination of responsive materials with additive
manufacturing technologies, enabling the fabrication of
smart architectures able to evolve with time in response to
external stimuli. Among the external stimuli reported –

solvent,3,4 pH5,6 or magnetic field,7,8 temperature9–12 is
certainly the most exploited one. Common thermoresponsive
polymers include hydrogels,12,13 liquid crystalline
elastomers14–16 and shape memory polymers (SMPs).17–19 The
temperature activated morphism of the latter class – SMPs –

is well-established and has found applications in everyday
life20 as medical devices, smart fabrics or packaging.21

In this context, the main approach to activate shape
changes consists of heating a 3D printed structure either
directly or using a thermal sink (such as water) to provide the
desired temperature. Nevertheless, this strategy presents
some drawbacks limiting its applicability: i) the necessity to
heat the whole volume and thereby loss of any spatial control
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Design, System, Application

In contrast to conventional approaches to induce shape changes in 4D printed geometries, light as a stimulus has the inherent advantage of temporal and
spatial control. Here we have designed a shape memory polymer (SMP) ink formulation offering 4D structure fabrication at high resolution via digital light
processing (DLP) as well as excellent light responsive properties. To achieve this, we make use of azodyes as photoresponsive moieties allowing fabrication
of 4D printed structures that offer i) high printing precision as well as ii) light induced programmable shape changes, without usage of additional additives
or inorganic fillers. Employing visible light irradiation, temperature was locally increased within the 4D geometry giving access to spatio-temporal activation
of SMP properties. The reliability of this approach as well as the potential of visible light as stimulus was demonstrated by performing shape memory
recovery processes for a range of different structures. Due to its simplicity, flexibility and reliability, we believe that the proposed system will open new
possibilities in a variety of fields, such as soft robotics, actuators or smart sensing applications.
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in terms of recovery and ii) material degradation that can
take place due to applied high temperatures. Other
approaches were proposed to improve localization and
control of heating, such as use of current for Joule heating22

or magnetic field.23 Another suitable stimulus is irradiation.
Light could be particularly attractive since its tunability of
intensity, irradiation, irradiation time, polarization direction
and wavelength allows precise spatial and temporal
control.24–26 One strategy to achieve light response is the
incorporation of an absorber, such as an inorganic filler,
which can convert the absorbed light into heat, enabling
shape recovery activation. In particular, gold,27 silver28 and
titanium29 nanoparticles as well as carbon fibers,30 carbon
black,31 graphene32 and even rare earth complexes33 have
been successfully incorporated in SMPs enabling light-
induced shape-recovery. Organic dyes, such as azobenzene
derivatives (azo-dyes), are an interesting alternative to
inorganic fillers, which up to now have not been fully
exploited in printable SMPs. The main advantages of azo-
dyes are the straightforward preparation and
functionalization, which enable to fine-tune their absorption
properties, as well as their photostability on demand.34 The
incorporation of these functional dyes in polymers, and more

specifically in liquid crystalline materials, have been
extensively investigated, showing potential applications
ranging from photoactuators, to photonic elements to
biomedical devices.35–37 Furthermore, azo-dyes are widely
used in photocurable resins in light-based 3D printing
techniques, such as digital light processing (DLP).9,38,39 Here,
the use of dyes is crucial, due to their interactions with
incident curing light, improving in this way control of the
polymerization reaction, enabling higher precision, higher
resolution (or smaller feature sizes) and consequently
allowing the fabrication of more complex structures featuring
fine structural details. Recently, the use of dyes has expanded
over their conventional role, using them to impart functional
properties to the 3D printed components.40

Based on our prior work on the design of a functional
SMP ink system for DLP 3D printing utilizing a temperature
stimulus,9 we attempt to expand the state-of-the-art of SMPs
as printable materials and aim at the fabrication of complex
4D structures that can undergo spatially controlled shape
changes. To achieve this, we employ azo-dyes as
photoresponsive units to obtain 4D printed structures that
offer at the same time high printing precision as well as
light-induced programmable shape changes without the

Fig. 1 4D printing of light activated shape memory polymers. a) Ink formulation based on acrylate monomer including photopolymerizable azo
dyes and scheme of the DLP printer. b) Schematic representation of the shape memory cycle including the programming step followed by spatially
controlled light induced recovery.
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necessity of additional additives such as inorganic fillers. In
this context, visible light irradiation will be used to locally
increase the temperature and activate the SMP properties on
demand (see Fig. 1).

Results and discussion
Identification of a functional system

Push–pull azo-dyes were selected as ideal photoresponsive
units. Their role here is two-fold: i) enhancing resolution
during the 3D printing process and ii) enabling light-induced
shape changes of the printed structures. Thus, a library of
acrylate push-pull azo-dyes (see Fig. 1) was first synthesized,
introducing different functional groups in order to control
the photochemical properties of the final molecules (see
ESI†) through electronic or steric effects.41 All the azo-dyes
bear an acrylate moiety to enable covalent reaction during
the 3D fabrication process and thus incorporation of the
functional dyes into the polymeric network.42,43 Furthermore,
all azo-dyes showed absorbance in the range of 400 nm to
600 nm (see absorbance spectra in Fig. S6, ESI†), not
interfering with the 3D curing wavelength of 385 nm and
allowing a later shape memory recovery actuation with light
in the visible range.

4D printing of light activated SMPs

In the next step, the synthesized azo-dyes were tested in SMP
3D printable formulations, based on a previously optimized
formulation of liquid components, exhibiting good
printability by DLP fabrication as well as excellent shape
memory properties.9 The SMP based ink is composed of
isorbornyl acrylate (IBA) as main component, and
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (Mn = 575 g mol−1, PEGDA)
and tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6] decanedimethanol diacrylate
(TCDMDA) as flexible and stiff crosslinkers, hexyl acrylate

(HA), as well as phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine
oxide (Irg819) as photoinitiator. The optimal concentration of
azo-dye was experimentally evaluated for each sample by
performing curing tests utilizing UV-LED irradiation in the
range from 380 nm to 390 nm (same range as the DLP
printer). In particular, we tested ink formulations with
increasing amounts of azo-dye compounds AzoH, AzoCl,
AzoOCH3 and AzoNO2 from 0.1 to 2.0 wt% and determined
the time required to achieve of the resin. The results are
summarized in Table S1 in the ESI.† As expected, it was
observed that the higher is the azo-dye concentration, the
longer time is required to achieve the photopolymerization.
This is due to the competition of photon absorption between
dye and photoinitiator. To not affect the efficiency of the
printing process, an azo-dye concentration of 0.1 wt% was set
as optimal for all inks.

Afterwards, printing parameters for each ink were
carefully optimized in terms of layer thickness and curing
time, aiming an efficient and precise 3D fabrication
process. Conducting material tests, Jacobs working curves
were obtained at 10 mW cm−2 for each functional ink
containing AzoH, AzoCl, AzoOCH3, AzoNO2 (see Fig. S7,
ESI†). Critical energy values Ec were determined in the
range of 3.1 to 4.3 mJ cm−2 and values for the light
penetration depth Dp were calculated in the region of 70 to
80 μm. Setting the irradiation intensity to 10 mW cm−2

allowed structure fabrication with layer thicknesses of 50
μm at short curing times between 1.5 s and 2.0 s,
depending on the applied azo-dye (see Table S2, ESI†). In
addition, FTIR spectra of the ink containing AzoCl and a
corresponding 3D printed structure were recorded (Fig. S8,
ESI†). As expected, the bands corresponding to the double
bonds of the acrylate group (1635 cm−1 and 1619 cm−1 as
well as 809 cm−1) decreased, indicating their consumption
during the printing process. In particular, a double bond

Fig. 2 3D printed structures using the formulation containing AzoCl: a) stripe, b) butterfly, c) flower, d) chain segment e) box, f) Pisa tower. g)
Structural fidelity achieved demonstrated by the printed Pisa tower structure: heat map illustrating deviations between the 3D scanned image of
the printed structure with its STL file. Scale bar = 10 mm.
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conversion of around 85% was calculated (see Eqn. S2 and
Fig. S9, ESI†).

The printing performance was further investigated by 3D
manufacturing a range of geometries, starting from simple
stripes, butterflies or flowers towards architectures featuring
overhanging moieties such as the 3D box (see Fig. 2a–e for
ink containing AzoCl) and concluding with highly complex
structures such as the Pisa tower, allowing printability of
even finest features (see Fig. 2f). In case of the Pisa tower
structural fidelity of the printed geometry was further
examined employing a 3D scanner. The obtained digital
image was overlapped to the initial 3D model and the
differences are plotted in a heat map (see Fig. 2g) showing
high structural fidelity. Importantly, the resolution was
further evaluated quantitatively under the microscope
showing good results down to 40 μm for all the formulations
(Fig. S10, ESI†).

Study of the opto-thermo-mechanical properties

Once the printed parameters were also optimized, we studied
the opto-thermo-mechanical properties, in order to define
the most effective dye to fabricate 4D devices. The activation
of the shape memory process requires overcoming the glass
transition temperature (Tg) by light induced heating.44,45

These values for Tg were obtained by dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA) (Fig. 3a and S11, ESI†). We employed 3D
printed flat specimens (30 × 10 × 1 mm3) from all
formulations containing the different azo-dyes as well as
from one without as reference (see Fig. 3a and S11 and Table
S3, ESI†). An intense peak is detected at about 80 °C, which
corresponds to the Tg of the major component (IBA
monomer) in the generated network (all values are reported
in Table S3†). A second weaker transition temperature
centred about 30 °C was also observed, likely related to the
aliphatic component. As expected, by comparing with the
reference, no relevant modifications occur with the
introduction of azo-dyes. In addition, the thermal stability of

the fabricated structures was investigated using
thermogravimetry (TGA) (see Fig. S12, ESI†). It was observed,
that the incorporation of azo-dyes led to a decrease of the
decomposition temperature. However, all the samples are
stable until 130 °C without showing any degradation.

To gain more insight into opto-mechanical properties of
the azo-containing printed materials, DMA measurements
were conducted under LED irradiation of 459 nm wavelength.
In particular, the variations of the storage modulus measured
while switching on and off the light were monitored (see
Fig. 3b and S13, ESI†). Importantly, while the blank sample
was not significantly affected, all azo-based samples exhibited
a reduction in storage modulus (E′) when irradiation by the
light source was initiated due to the photothermal effect.
Furthermore, this behaviour appears to be completely
reversible when the light was turned off. Increasing the
current of the LED power supply a faster response can be
observed as well as more reduced values of storage modulus
(E′) were reached.

Light activated shape memory effect

Shape memory tests using the 4D printed flat strips
containing the different azo-dyes were performed as next
step. In these experiments the printed flat strips were
deformed to a temporary (bent) shape using a pre-heated
water bath (80 °C) and fixed using cold water at 15 °C. To
activate the shape memory effect (recovery), the samples were
irradiated using an LED (459 nm), which allows for local
heating of the sample. To monitor the process, the recovery
parameter a (recovered angle for bent strip) was measured as
shown in Fig. S14 (ESI†) for each sample. For the samples
containing azo-dyes AzoH and AzoOCH3, the time required to
complete the process is about 6 and 7 minutes, while for
AzoCl and AzoNO2 the process was faster, taking only 4
minutes to achieve 100% of shape recovery (Fig. S15, ESI†).
Considering the results obtained, AzoCl resulted as the best
dye to obtain 4D structures with a good light-activated shape

Fig. 3 Thermo-mechanical and opto-mechanical characterization. a) DMA measurement of a stripe structure fabricated with functional ink based
on AzoCl. b) DMA measurement under irradiation by 459 nm LED. Timeframes without a bulb define dark state (lamp switched off), whereas
timeframes marked with a bulb define irradiated state (lamp switched on).
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memory effect along with its easy synthetical procedure and
good printability. Thus, the ink system containing azo-dye
AzoCl was selected to carry out the next shape memory
experiments on more complex 3D printed shapes. After
programming the different shapes, the recovery was
performed using a blue laser (450–460 nm) to demonstrate
the light-activated SME. The temperature reached by laser
irradiation was evaluated using 3D structures containing

AzoCl and blank ink. For AzoCl structures temperatures
above the higher Tg of the material and up to 125 °C were
measured, despite of the low azo content, i.e., 0.1 wt% (see
Fig. S16 and Movie S01, ESI†), whereas blank samples show
no temperature increase (see Fig. S16 and Movie S02, ESI†).
In addition, FTIR spectra before and after LED irradiation
resulted perfectly superimposable, indicating that no
chemical changes occurred (Fig. S8†). These results are also
in good agreement with TGA data and DMA data,
demonstrating that the dye-induced photothermal effect did
not affect material properties by photodegradation. To
further demonstrate the versatility and spatial control of the
system, the flat strip was programmed and fixed in several
shapes – e.g. a circular and a helical one – and recovered
back to the initial shape by laser irradiation (see Fig. 4a and
Movie S03 and S04, ESI†). Moreover, we could show excellent
stability of the programmed shape at room temperature
within technical relevant timeframes (Fig. S17†). The
programming and light induced shape recovery was also
successfully evidenced utilizing complex 3D geometries such
as a butterfly (see Fig. 4b and Movie S05, ESI†), a flower (see
Fig. 5b and Movie S06, ESI†) and even a “smart” box that can
be opened on demand (see Fig. 4c and Movie S07, ESI†).

Having demonstrated the light induced SME in different
3D printed structures, the potential of using light as stimulus
was further exploited enabling spatially controlled activation
and therefore, a finer manipulation of shape morphing. For
visual demonstration, links and flowers were printed in the
“open” state and programmed in a “closed” state. Here, the
blue laser was employed to locally heat a specific region of
the sample at temperatures above the Tg of the printed
structure. Due to poor thermal conductivity of the polymer
based material, the temperature increase in very local and
the rest of the sample is barely affected allowing for a precise
activation of the material in the targeted point. As a result,
the recovery takes place only in the irradiated region enabling

Fig. 4 Shape memory test of DLP-printed structures. Initial (as
printed), temporary and recovered shape of a) strip, b) butterfly, c) box.
Programming was performed in hot water at 95 °C, followed by
fixation in cold water at 15 °C. Successive shape memory recovery was
initiated by blue laser light irradiation (450–460 nm) at 567 mW cm−2.
Scale bar = 10 mm.

Fig. 5 Spatially controlled recovery of the a) chain and b) flowers. Programming was performed in hot water at 95 °C, followed by fixation in cold
water at 15 °C. Spatially controlled shape memory recovery was performed by irradiating the sample with blue laser light locally (450–460 nm) at
567 mW. Scale bar = 10 mm.
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a partial recovery, and therefore new programmed shapes.
For example, in the case of the three links, we were able to
first selectively open the central segment without affecting
the two outer elements (see Fig. 5a and Movie S08, ESI†),
which could be opened by focusing the laser (if desired).
Furthermore, this effect can be also employed to enable even
more “intermediate” states. As another example, the petals of
the “closed” programmed flower can be selectively opened
individually on demand by focusing the laser in the
intersection (see Fig. 5b, Movie S06, ESI†).

Conclusions

In this study it has been demonstrated that push-pull azo
dyes can be efficiently used to fabricate 4D printable objects.
Different azo-dyes with different substituents in ortho
position were synthesized and used as active dyes in a SM
formulation suitable for light-activated 3D printing. All the
dyes showed the ability to induce light activated shape
memory behaviour. Furthermore, their presence helped the
3D printing process, increasing precision and structural
fidelity. Among all the test dyes, the one modified with
chlorine offered the best performance in terms of percentage
and speed of recovery of the initial shape. Thermal tests
performed on complex shape 3D printed objects evidenced a
rapid increase of temperature induced by the presence of azo
compounds. Furthermore, this temperature increase results
localized in the irradiated area allowing for shape recovery
with excellent spatial control. This was exploited in several
4D printed demonstrators, which showed light-induced
spatial and time control over the shape memory properties.
SME behaviour resulted also to be repeatable, indicating that
despite temperature increase, dyes do not degrade, allowing
to maintain the light-responsive property over time.
Noteworthy, the light-controlled activation of shape memory
behaviour is based on a component which is added at only
0.1 wt% of the ingredients. These findings can find multiple
applications in soft robotics, advanced sensors, and
biological studies.
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